
SUPPLY LIST FOR 
DYNAMIC PAINTING REVEALED ONLINE COURSE

OIL PAINTS
Permanent Alizarin Crimson
*Cadmium Red Medium
*Cadmium Yellow Medium
*Cadmium Lemon
Pthalo Green
Cerulean Blue Hue
Ultramarine
Sennelier Cobalt Violet Hue (available through Dick Blick)
Titanium White, I use Lucas 1862 because it doesn’t yellow. (To learn more - http://blog.jonathanlinton.com/
2010/05/white-test-5-years-in-making.html )
    * Utrecht makes a Cadmium-free version which works great

OPTIONAL COLORS — I sometimes use –
Permanent Rose - because this color can’t be mixed
Cobalt Blue - for more range when painting blue objects
Prussian Blue - this blue because it’s almost black
Dioxizine Purple - for convenience 

 CANVAS
You will paint four paintings. You’ll need three 16”x20” and one 11”x14”.
Prepare the canvases by toning with a neutral-ish color — two of the 16”x20” with ochre, the 11”x14” with mauve, 
and dealer’s choice on the last 16”x20”. 
Toning means to apply a thin coat of paint which you allow to dry before painting on it.

BRUSHES
Hog bristle or similar synthetic oil painting brushes in variety of sizes including some larger widths – 1/2”, 3/4” and 
1”. I like flats, but whatever you are comfortable with.
Simmons makes a good bristle brush which is readily available at Michaels and elsewhere.

OTHER
Color Wheel
Gamsol or Odorless Minerals Spirits
Blue Shop Towels (available in the paint department Home Depot) or other absorbent Paper Towels
Palette - You probably have a palette, but if you don’t, try the Masterson Palette Box. It’s a white plastic box with a 
blue lid available at Michael's. It may say it's for watercolorists, but don't let that throw you. Place a 12"x16" piece 
of glass inside with a neutral gray sheet of paper underneath. 
Window scraper to clean the glass palette.
Paper or notebook to write notes on
A Sharpie or other dark pen to write on the exercise print-outs

http://blog.jonathanlinton.com/2010/05/white-test-5-years-in-making.html


ACRYLIC SUPPLY LIST FOR 
DYNAMIC PAINTING REVEALED ONLINE COURSE

ACRYLIC PAINTS
I use Golden Open acrylics. The longer drying time allows me to make soft edges instead of all hard edges.
With the exception of Ochre, all the colors are transparent which I feel yields more saturated colors when mixed.

Golden Open Benzimidazolone Yellow Light
Golden Open Pthalo Green (blue shade)
Golden Open Manganese Blue Hue
Golden Open Ultramarine Blue
Golden Open Quinacridone Magenta
Golden Open Naphthol Red Light
White
Ochre (a convenience color used for toning the canvas)

 CANVAS
You will paint four paintings. You’ll need three 16”x20” and one 11”x14”.
Prepare the canvases by toning with a neutral-ish color — two of the 16”x20” with ochre, the 11”x14” with neutral 
violet, and a color of your choosing on the last 16”x20”. 
Toning means to apply a thin coat of paint which you allow to dry before painting on it.

BRUSHES
Hog bristle or similar synthetic brushes in variety of sizes including some larger widths – 1/2”, 3/4” and 1”. I like 
flats, but whatever you are comfortable with.
Simmons makes a good bristle brush which is readily available at Michaels and elsewhere.

OTHER
Color Wheel (important!)
Blue Shop Towels (available in the paint department Home Depot) or other absorbent Paper Towels
Palette - You probably have a palette, but if you don’t, try the Masterson Palette Box. It’s a white plastic box with a 
blue lid available at Michael's. It may say it's for watercolorists, but don't let that throw you. Mist the paint before 
closing it up to keep the paint from drying out as fast.
You can place disposable palette paper in the Masterson palette box OR you can place a 12"x16" piece of glass 
inside with a neutral gray sheet of paper underneath and use a window scraper to scrape off dried paint.
Paper or notebook to write notes on
A Sharpie or other dark pen to write on the exercise print-outs


